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On Modeling the Economic
Linkages among Countries
RAY C. FAIR

1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter is concerned
with modeling the economic linkages among
countries.
Although
there are by now a number of multicountry
macroeconometric
models in existence, it seems safe to say with respect to the
treatment of capital Rows and exchange rates that econometric
work has not
kept pace with theoretical
developments.
Since Mundell’s
pioneering
theoretical work (1968) in the 1960s. the potential empirical importance
of
capital flows among countries
has been known, and yet in most multicountry econometric
models capital Rows are either ignored completely
or
else taken to be exogenous. This usually means that exchange rates are also
taken to be exogenous,
which in the present regime of floating exchange
rates is clearly an important limitation.
Econometric
model-builders
are not,
of course, unaware of these limitations.
For a number of reasons, econometric work in this area is dificult, and these difficulties have undoubtedly
impeded progress. One difficulty is the lack of good data for a number of
countries.
Another
is the sheer size of the task of linking a number of
single-country
models together.
Dealing with hundreds
or thousands
of
equations is painstaking.
and there is a natural tendency in this type of work
to be less concerned
with theoretical
purity than with the practical issue
of getting the model running.
Theoretical work in this area has. on the other hand, ignored a number of
important
economic
linkages among countries
that are accounted
for in
multicountry
econometric
models. The two-country
theoretical
models af
the type surveyed by Myhrman
(1976) and Mussa (1978), for example,
The research described in this paper was financed by grant SQC71-03274
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are too small to incorporate
all the main features and links in the international
economy,
particularly
with respect to price and wage behavior.
There is thus currently a fairly wide gap in international
economics between
theoretical
and econometric
work, the former emphasizing
capital Rows
and exchange rates at the expense of other features of the economy, and the
latter emphasizing
some of the other features of the economy at the expense
of capital flows and exchange rates.
This chapter has three main purposes. The first is to present a comparison
of the quantitative
properties of seven multicountry
econometric
models;
the second is to discuss briefly a quasiempirical
model of the author’s that
has the detail of large-scale econometric
models and yet also accounts for
all capital flows and allows for the endogenous
determination
of the
exchange rate; and the third is to suggest an approach
for the future
construction
of multicountry
econometric
models.
The comparison
of the quantitative
properties
of the seven models is
presented in Section II. The evidence presented in this section should give
one a general idea of the curTent range of estimated &Texts of U.S. actions
on the economies
of other countries.
Given the diversity
of the seven
models, their quantitative
properties
are actually closer than one might
have expected, although there are still some very large diFferences. With one
exception, however, the results from the models are based on the assumption
of exogenous capital flows and exchange rates, and this should be kept in
mind in interpreting
the results.
The quasiempirical
model is discussed in Section III. This model, which
will be called Model A, is a I80-equation
two-country
model. It was
constructed
by linking the %equation
econometric
model of the U.S.
economy in Fair (1976) to itself. Model A is “quasiempirical”
in that half
of it is an actual empirical model of the United States and half is completely
made up. This model accounts
for all Rows of funds between the two
countries and allows for the endogenous
determination
of the exchange rate.
It also has, of course, much more detail and many more.links
between the
two countries than do the standard two-country
theoretical
models in the
literature.
Model A is an attempt
to bridge, in part, the gap between
theoretical
and econometric
work mentioned
above. As will be seen, the
properties of this model are quite sensiti\;e to the treatment of capital flows
and the exchange rate. This evidence, along with what is already known
from the theoretical
literature,
rather strongly indicates that further work
on making capital flows and exchange rates endogenous
in multicountry
econometric
models is needed before much confidence can be placed in
their properties.
The suggested approach
for the future construction
of multicountry
econometric
models is presented in Section IV. At the risk of some oversimplification,
it will be useful to distinguish
between two approaches
to
making capital flows and exchange rates endogenous
in a multicountry
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econometric model-a
“large” approach and a “small” approach. The
large approach is to take a model like LINK and modify the single-country
models in it to account for all flows of funds among the domestic and
foreign sectors.’ The problem with this approach is, again, the size of the
task. It is a tedious job to account for all flows of funds in a large singlecountry model,’ and the amount of effort involved in doing this for all the
single-country models in LINK, some of which currently have fairly weak
monetary sectors, is enormous.
The small approach, which is the approach discussed in Section IV of this
chapter, is to specify and estimate a relatively small, highly aggregated
multicountry model, but a model in which all flows of funds among the
countries are accounted for. The emphasis in this approach is oo the
determination of the key aggregate macroeconomic variables in the system
(e.g., prices, interest rates, and exchange rates), and on accounting for all
the aggregate flows of funds and goods among the countries. The aim of
this approach is to end up with an econometric model that, within its
aggregate framework, accounts for all, the adding-up constraints and is
relatively easy to estimate and analyze. The aim is also to end up with a
model that can, if desired, be fairly easily disaggregated later without
changing its basic structure. In short, then, the small approach is to start
with a small model that accounts for all the aggregate flows of funds and get
larger later, rather than, as with the large approach, to start with a large
model that does not account for all the flows of funds and work later on
accounting for them.”
II: A COMPARISON OF THE QUANTITATIVE
SEVEN MULTICOUNTRY MODELS

PROPERTIES OF

There is by now a considerable amount of evidence on the quantitative
properties of various multicountry models. The purpose of this section is
not, however, to review this evidence in detail, since a fairly extensive
review is already contained in Deardorff and Stern (1977). The purpo%z is
rather to take from this evidence results for a common experiment for each
model and compare these results across models. The common experiment is
1 Hickman (1974), p. 203, has stated that work is currently in progress on making
capital mwement~ endogenous in the LINK mcdel.
2 See the Wequalion model in Fair (1976) for an example of a single-country
model in which all Rows of funds are accounted for. See, in particular, Section 1.3 for
a description of the linking (by sector) of the U.S. national income accounts with the
flow-of-funds accounts.
1 The approach of Berner et al. (19761, who are concerned with the specification
and estimation of a fivecountry model, is perhaps somewhere in between the small
and large approaches. There is an attempt in this approach to account for capital Rows,
although the proposed treatment of exchange-rate determination as described in
Berner et al. ( 1976) is suspect. Their proposed single-country models are also much
larger than the proposed single-country models in Section IV of this chapter.
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.13
.I2
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.11

.09
.46

.04
.30

.a3
.43

.24

.I5
1.64

.06
1.49

.14
1.81
.50

fixed exchange rate
flexible exchange rate.

increase
in U.S. income
of one percent. Some adjustment
of the results for some models had to be made in order to make them
comparable
and, even given these adjustments,
it should be stressed that the
results
are only approximately
comparable.’
The present
comparison
should give one a general idea of the different properties of the models, but
it is by no means a rigorous evaluation
of the differences.
The seven models are: (1) the Morishima-Murata
(MM) trade-multiplier model (1972), (2) the LINK model (Ball 1973)) (3) the OECD model
(Samuelson
l973),
(4) one of the multiplier
models in De Rosa and
Smeal (DS) (1976), (5) the METEOR
model of the Netherlands
Central
Plannii!g Bureau (l975),
(6) the price-linkage
model Kwack (KWACK)
(1975), and (7) the RDXZ-MPS
model of Canada and the United States
an autonomous

‘For example, the properties of nonlinear models are different for different starting
points, and the starting points were not all the same for the results presented in
this section. The results also may be sensitive to what is assumed about monetary
policy, although moot of the models considered here have either no or a weak
monetary sector. Finally, the properties of nonlinear models are different in absolute
value for positive and negative changes, and for some of the results presented in this
section the U.S. policy change was negative rather than positive. For present purposes.
the signs of the effects were merely reversed when the U.S. policy change was negative.
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(Condmed)
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Model

Period
Wears)

MM

1

LINK
DS
METEOR

:

LINK
METEOR
RDXZ-MPS’
RDXZ-MPS
RDXZ-MPS*
RDXZ-MPS*

Sweden

1

.os
.I5
.15

2
2

.17
.34

.19

.lO

.31
1.38

.33

.19

U.K.

Jamin

.14
.08
.I9

.19
.I3
.17
.22

.21
.45

.27
.45

.14
.35
1.83

.87
/lo
1.79

.I9

Australia

.03
.I2
.09

Net&lands

.33
.I7
.36

:
2
2

MM

Long Run
3
5

OECD
RDXZ-MPS.
RDXZ-MPSb
RDX2-MPS*
RDXZ-MPS*
RDXZ-MPS’
RDX2-MPSb
RDX2-MPSa
RDXZ-MPSd

Long Run
6
6

LINK
METEOR

Italy

.24

1.38

.35

:
8
8
8
8

(Helliwell 1974). The results presented in this section are taken from the
following swen sources: Morishima and Murata (1972) for the MM model,
Hickman (1974) for the LINK model, OECD (1975) for the OECD model,
De Rosa and Smeal (1976) for the DS model, DeardortT and Stern (1977)
for the METEOR model, Kwack (1975) for the KWACK model, and
Helliwell (1974) for the RDX2-MPS model. The income effects from the
autonomous increase in U.S. income are presented in Table 1, and the
price effects are presented in Table 2. Table 3 contains a description of how
the numbers in Tables I and 2 were obtained. The results in the two tables
are fairly self-explanatory, and so only a brief discussion of them will be
presented here.
Except for some of the’results
for RDX2-MPS, the income elTects in
Table 1 are all positive. For the one-year results, the DS effects are larger
than the LINK effects, which is due in large part to the use in the DS model
of larger expenditure multipliers than exist in the LINK model. The
METEOR etTects are also larger than the LINK efTects, and except for
Canada, the MM effects are slightly larger than the LINK etl&ts. For the
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* Full transmission;
d Full transmission;
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,003
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--.030

,058
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,020

- .030
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.I07

--.I00

:Z
-.060

,010
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.030

U.K.

,023

capital Rows suppressed;
capital flows suppressed;
fixed exchange rate.
flexible exchange rate.

fixed exchange rate.
flexible exchange rate,

.wo

Netherlands
,018
.cca
.076

,107

,647
,047
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Sources for the Result in Tables I and 2

Each number in Table I is AYj/Y, + A&/Y,. and each numba
AAi/U,. where
A.+ = a”to”m0”~ change i” U.S. real income,
A 2 = induced cba?ge in the real incane of country j.
) = level of real ““ame of country j,
AP, = induced change in the price level of country j.
P; - price level of country j.
(country j may be the U.S.)
source

Model
MM

Morisbima-Murata

LINK

Hickman

DS

DeRosa-Smeal

METEOR

DeardortVStem

OECD

(1975)

RDXZ-MPS

Helliwell (1974)

KWACK

Kwck

Discussion
(1972)

(1974)

(1975)

in Table 2 is APJPJ +

(1976)

(1977)

One-year values of A Y,/AAi taken from Table 5
(p, 325) ; long-run values of AYi/M< taken
from Table 6 (p. 325); and values of Y,
taken from Table 8 (p. 328). Model is
linear, so starting point does not matter.
Values of Y, are fw 1964.
Numkrs in Table 1 taken directly from Tables
211 (pp. 21 l-13), and numbers in Table 2
taken directly from,Tables 6-8 (pp. 218-20).
Starting point was 1973.
The numbers in Table 1 are the numbers in
Table 9 (p. I&I). multiplied by 2.0, the U.S.
expenditure multiplier. The results are based
on the folltin~
assumptions: use of Houthakkfl-hiagee
(1%9) estimated income elasticitien of the demand for imparts in each
co”“try; “se of a U.S. expenditure multiplier
of 2.0; and “se of an expenditure multiplier
for each of the other countries of 1.5. The
year was 1974.
Numbers in Table 1 taken directly from Table
28 (p. 96)s and numbers in Table 2 taken
directly from Table 29 (p. 97).
Numbers in Table 1 taken directly from Table
SE (p. 34). The e&ts we assumed here to
be long-run, although no time period is given
in OECD (1975).
Full rranunirsian numbers in Tables 1 and 2
taken directly from Table 1-A (p. 259). with
&ms reversed, and numbers in Tables 1
and 2, when migration and all capital flows
are s”~mcs.sed. t&en directlv from Table S-A
(p. 273), with’signs reverseb. Starting paint
was 1963.
The numbers in Table 2 are the numbers io
Table 9 (p. 27) divided by -3.0. The effects
in Table 9 are for a one pwcemage point
increase in the unemployment rate: and from
the Okun’s Law wvdtion for ibe United
States in Table 6 (p. 20), a one percentage
point increase in the unemployment
rate
wrrespcmds
roughly to a three percent
decrease in real output. Starting point was
1968.

two-year results, the METEOR
effects are again larger than the LINK
effects. For Canada, the RDX2-MPS
effects are considerably
smaller than
both the LINK and METEOR
effects. For the three-year or more results,
the METEOR effects are quite large relative to the others. The MM, LINK,
and OECD effects for Canada are fairly close, as are the LINK and OECD
effects for Japan. The RDXZ-MPS
eRects for Canada are small for the
six-year period, but fairly large and negative for the eight-year period. In
general, the results for the RDXZ-MPS
model show evidence of a considerable amount of cycling.
For the one-year results in Table 2, the price effects are all fairly small,
except perhaps for the LINK effect for the United States. This is also true
for the two-year results. For the three-year
or more results, on the other
hand, the METEOR
and RDX2-MPS
effects are fairly large, as are the
LINK effects for the United States and Canada. The KWACK
eKects are
still small, and the three-year
LINK effects for Belgium,
Japan,
and
Australia are still negative.
To conclude, it is partly a matter of judgment
whether one feels that the
di&rences
in Tables 1 and 2 are large or small. Clearly, however, the
five-year METEOR
results are quite diRerent from the others, as are the
RDXZ-MPS
results for Canada in Table 1. On the other hand, the MM
and LINK differefices in Table 1 seem fairly small, and many of the
differences for the one-year results in Table I are also small.
With respect to the possible sensitivity
of a model’s properties
to the
treatment
of capital flows and exchange rates, it should be noted that for the
RDX2-MPS
model the two- and six-year results in Tables 1 and 2 are not
very sensitive to the treatment
of capital flows and the exchange rate, but
the eight-year results are. For the case in which migration and capital flows
are suppressed,
the eight-year
income effect for Canada is -0.29
in the
fixed-exchange-rate
case and - 1.06 in the flexible-exchange-rate
case. The
corresponding
price effects are 1.000 and 0.060. For the case in which
migration and capital flows are not suppressed, the eight-year effects are not
sensitive to the treatment of the exchange rate. The income effect is 1.140 in
both the fixed- and flexible-exchange-rate
cases, and the price effect is
-0.83 in the fixed-exchange-rate
case and -0.80 in the flexible-exchangerate case. The overall results for the RDXZ-MPS
model are thus somewhat
mixed with respect to the sensitivity question.

III. A QUASIEMPIRICAL

TWO-COUNTRY

MODEL

As mentioned
in the Introduction,
the model discussed in this section
(Model A) is an attempt to bridge in part the current gap between theoretical and eco~nometric work in international
economics.
The fact that the
properties
of Model A turn out to be quite sensitive to the treatment
of
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capital flows and the exchange rate casts some doubt on the reliability of the
results presented in Section 11. The properties of Model A also cast s.ome
doubt on the reliability of the results from the standard two-country
theoretical models in the literature. In particular, the price links among
countries that these standard models ignore appear to be important, at
least as reflected in Model A.
Model A is a special cake of a more general theoretical model of the
balance of payments that is presented and discussed in Fair (1978b). Since
Model A was’ constructed by linking the 84-equation U.S. econometric
model in Fair (1976) to itself, the United States is half of the world in the
model. Space limitations prevent a detailed description of Model A here.
It is also discussed in Fair (19786), and an appendix to this paper is
available that contains a complete list of the 180 equations. The following
is a brief discussion of some of its key features.
There are four sectors for each of the two countries in the model:
household, firm, bank, and government. All flows of funds among the
eight sectors are accounted for. This meam that any financial saving or
dissaving of a sector in a period results in the change in at least one of its
assets or liabilities, that any financial asset of one sector is a corresponding
liability~of some other sector, and that the government budget constrain;s
of the two countries are accounted for. The model is one in which stock and
flow effects are completely integrated. The exchange rate, for example, has
an effect on both stock and flow variables, and in the flexible-exchange-rate
case it is simultaneously determined along with the other endogenous
variables. As discussed in Fair (1978b), this integration of stock and flow
eiiects is not true of other approaches to the balance of payments and is one
of the main distinctions between Model A and other models.
Each country specializes in the production of one good, and the goods
are traded. In addition to the obvious links between the two countries with
respect to capital and goods flows, there are important price links between
the two countries: in each country the price of the imported good has an
effect on the price of the home-produced good. In other words, a price
change in one country has a direct effect on the price change in the other
country and vice versa. Wages are also endogenous in the model, and prices
atTat wages as well as vice versa.
One important feature of the model with respect to prices is that prices
have, other things being equal, a negative effect on demand. One would
expect, for the usual microeconomic reasons, the demand for a good to be
a negative function of its price, and this is in fact the case in the U.S.
econometric model upon which Model A is based. Although this may seem
to be an obvious characteristic for a model to have, in most macroeconometric models consumption is not a direct function of prices, but only of
income terms and the like. The consumption equations in Model A difkr
from the usual consumption equations in macroeconometric
models in
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having
explanatory
variables
that are consistent
with microeconomic
theory:
In the more general theoretical
model of the balance of payments
in
Fair (197X6), expectations
of future exchange rates have an elect on the
decisions
of the private sector in each country.
In the special case of
Model A, however, this is not true because exchange-rate
expectations
were
not explicitly taken into account in the 84-equation
U.S. econometric
model
upon which Model A is based. This is clearly an important
limitation
of
Model A, and it should be kept in mind in interpreting
the following results.
The treatment
of exchange-rate
expectations
in multicountry
models is
discussed in the next section.
In Fair (1978f~) the properties of Model A were analyzed in four differeni
regimes: the regimes of (1) zero capital mobility and a fixed exchange rate,
(2) zero capital mobility and a flexible exchange rate, (3) perfect capital
mobility and a fixed exchange rate, and (4) perfect capital mobility and a
flexjble exchange rate. For the perfect mobility regimes it was necessary to
make some assumption
about exchange-rate
expectations
in order to link
together
the interest rates in the two countries,
and for this purpose
exchange-rate
expectations
were assumed to be static. This means that the
interest rates in the two countries are always the same in the perfect mobility
regimes in Model A.
A summary of the results from the analysis of Model A’s properties
is
presented
in Table 4. Two basic experiments
were performed
for these
results: a monetary
policy experiment
and a fiscal policy experiment., For
the monetary
policy experiment,
the amount
of government
securities
outstanding
of country
1 was decreased, a standard
expansionary
openmarket operation
on the part of the monetary
authorities
of country
l.B
For the fiscal policy experiment,
the value of goods purchased
by the
government
of country
I was increased.
For this latter experiment,
no
change in the amount
of government
securities
outstanding
was made,
which means that any government
deficit that results from the increase in
purchases is financed by an increase in nonborrowed
reserves (high-powered
5 See Section 1.1 in Fair (1976) for a discussion of the differences between the
consumption equations in the 84quation
U.S. econometric model (and thus in
Model A) and the consumption equations in other macroeconometric models. One of
the three main features of the theoretical model in Fair (1974), upon which the
econometric model in Fair (1976) is based, is the derivation of the decisions of the
individual agents in the economy from the assumption of maximizing behavior. The
other two main features of this model are an explicit treatment of possible disequilibrium effectsand the accounting of all flows of funds in the system.
*The experiment in Fair (1975%) was actually one in which the amount of government securitiesoutstanding was increased (a conlractionary action) rather than dccreased. All the results in this earlier paper are in fact for confractionilry monetnrr
and fiscal actions. Given the results in Section II of this chapter, it seemed best in the
present section IO talk about expansionary rather than contracltonary actions, and SO
for purposes of the discussionin this section all the signs in Fair (19786) have been
reversed.
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1. Monetary Policy Experiment
country 1 of 1.25.)

Country
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after Thee-Quarters

(Decrease

in govemmmt

securities

outstanding

of

Changes ace no! in percentage terms.
Price Lags
No price Lags
in Import Equations
in Import Equations
Real Output Change

Real Output Change

Price Level Change

II. Fiscal Policy Experiment (Money-financed increase in government paxchases of goods
of country 1 of 1.25.) These results are comtxmxbk to those in Tables 1 and 2.
Changes are in percentage tezms.
Real Output Change
Real Output change
Fixed
Fixed
Flexible
Flexible

zero

Perfect

Price Level Change
Fixed
Flexible

zero

P&W

Price Level Change
Fixed
Fkxibk
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Notes:
1. The monetary policy results are taken from Fair (19786). and the fiscal policy results
are taken from an earlier version of the paw: “A Model of the World Economv.” Cowles
Foundation Discussion Paper No. 430. &ril
27, 1976.
2. The results for the monetary pohcy experiment have not been adjusted except for the
change in sign discussed in footnote 6 and for multiplication of the price level changes by
100. The numbers are merely the total induced changes in real income aller three quartem
and the total induced chaws in the price level after three quarters (AI’, and dP, in the
notation in Table 3).
3. The results for the fiscal policy experiment have been adjusted and are as in Tables
1 and 2. The real output changes are aY;/Yj
i .&Ad/Y, and the price level changes are
APJPi + ARilYi, where the value of ti; is - 1.25. For these calculations the values for
Y; and Yj were taken to be 169.4, the actual U.S. value in 19711V, and the values for
Pd and PS were taken fo be 1.26, also the actual U.S. value in 1971IV.
4. The starting quarter for the experiments was 19711, a quarter that is at or near the
bottom of a contraction.

money).
In other words, this latter experiment
is a money-financed
fiscal
policy change. The effects of these two experiments
after three quarters
are
presented in Table 4 for two variables for each country, real output and the
dorretic
price level.
Results are also presented
in Table 4 for two versions of the importdemand equations.
The first version is the actual estimated equation
for
the demand for imports in the US. econometric
model in Fair (1976) In
this version them are price lags: prices affect the demand for imports with
a lag of one or two quarters.
In the second version these lags have been
elimmated:
imports respond in the current quarter to a change in prices.
The following is a brief discussion
of some of the main features of the
results in Table 4. Space limitations
again prevent an extensive discussion
here, and the reader is referred to Fair (1978b) for more detail. It should be
stressed that the following
discussion
is somewhat
loose. Reference
is
sometimes
made to a change in one endogenous
variable
“causing,”
“leading to,” or “resulting
in” a change in another endogenous
variable or
is loose because the
variables. This discussion, while useful pedagogically,
model is simultaneous.
Strictly speaking, each endogenous
variable in the
model atTects and is affected by all the other endogenous
variables.
It
should also be stressed that the effects in Table 4 are effects after only three
quarters;
they are of the nature of short-run
rEects. It is particularly
important
to keep this in mind when comparing
the price-lag and no-pricelag cases. While the results for these two cases are sometimes quite diRerent
in Table 4, these differences are likely to lessen as the length of the period
after rhe change increases.
Consider first in Table 4 the monetary
policy experiment.
In the fixed,’
perfect regime the monetary
policy change has almost identical
etTects
on the two countries.
In this regime it niakes no ditTercnce with respect to
,the aggregate etTects in which country the open-market
operation
takes
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place. Therefore, since the two countries in the model are virtually the
same, the effects on the two countries are virtually the same. I” the fixed/
zero regime, on the other hand, the effects on output in country 1 are
greater than they are in country 2. This is because in this regime the
monetary policy change lowers the interest rate more in country 1 than in
country 2.
In the two fixed-exchange-rate regimes the results are not sensitive to
whether or not there are price lags in the import equations. I” these two
regimes the changes in prices are not very large, and so the results are not
very sensitive to what one assumes about the price responsiveness of
imports.
I” the tlexible,‘perfect regime the expansionary monetary policy in
country I actually has a negative e&t on country I’s real output in the
case in which there BE price lags in the import equations. The reason for
this is as follows. The expansionary monetary policy results in this case in
a depreciation of country l’s currency (which is needed to keep the interest
rates in the two countries the same’). This then results in a higher domestic
price level in country 1 (since the price of country l’s imports is higher)
and a lower domestic price level in country 2 (since the price of country 2’s
imports is lower). As mentioned above, a higher price level in a country has,
other things being equal, a negative e&t on demand. It turned out in this
experiment that the negative etTect on output from the increase in the price
level in country 1 was large enough to offset the positive effects induced by
the policy change, so that there was a net contraction in output in country 1.
In country 2, on the other hand, the positive effect on output from the
decrease in its price level and the other positive effects induced by the policy
change resulted in an expansion in output.
Remember that the results just cited are for the case in which there are
price lags in the import equations. Because of these lags, the depreciation of
country l’s currency has no direct immediate elTect on decreasing its
demand for imports or on increasing country 2’s demand for country l’s
exports. In the “o-price-lag case, on the other hand, this channel is open
and. in this case, as can be seen in Table 4, there is no longer a contraction
in country I’s output in the flexible/perfect regime. The output increase is,
however, smaller in country I than in country 2, and this is again due to the
negative effect (through the price level) of the devaluation of country I’s
currency on country I’s output.
The flexible/zero regime is unusual and probably not very realistic. In the
price-lag case in this regime the expansionary monetary policy in country 1
actually leads to a contraction in country 2’s output. The reason for this
7 Remember that exchange-rate expectations are assumed to be static for the experiments, and so the interest rates in the two countries are the fame in the perfect
capital mobility regimes.
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result is as follows. In the flexible/zero
regime the financial
saving of
country
1 (its balance of payments
on current account)
cannot change,
since there is no capital mobility and no change in international
reserve
holdings. If imports do not respond to current price changes, as is true in
the price-lag case, then the adjustment
to the expansionary
monetary policy
must take place through a terms-of-trade
effect. Country l’s currency must
I to offset the
appreciate
to turn the terms of trade in favor of country
decrease in its balance of payments on current account that would otherwise
have taken place as a result of country I’s expansionary
monetary
policy.
The depreciation
of country 2’s currency leads to an increase in its price
level, which is, other things being equal, contractionary.
This contractionary etTect was strong enough in the present experiment
so as to lead to
a net contraction
in country 2’s output.
In .the no-price-lag
case in the flexible/zero
regime, real output
in
country 2 expands rather than contracts.
In this case country
I’s currency
depreciates rather than appreciates,
which results, other things being equal,
in a decrease in its imports and an increase in its exports. The offset to the
decrease in country l’s balance of payments on current account that would
otherwise have taken place as a result of its expansionary
monetary
policy
occurs in the no-price-lag
case through a change in imports and exports
rather than through
a change in the terms of trade. There is thus no
depreciation
of country 2’s currency and so no contractionary
effect on its
output from this source.
One further point about the results for the monetary
policy experiment
in Table 4 should be noted, which is that in the fixed-exchange-rate
regimes
the expansionary
monetary
policy leads to a slight decrease in the price
levels in both countries. This is explained by the fact that interest rates have,
other things being equal, a positive effect on prices in the model.” An
expansionary
monetary
policy leads to a decrease in interest rates and thus
from this source to a decrease in prices. An expansionary
monetary
policy
also has positive effects on prices through other sources. but the net eFfect
on prices after three quarters is still negative for the results in Table 4.
The fiscal policy experiment
reported in Table 4 is a combination
of a
direct increase in the sales of country
l’s good and of an expansionary
monetary
policy. Since the monetary-policy
etTects have already
been
discussed, the further effects from the increase in sales will not be discussed
hercY
*See footnote 1 in the Appendix for an explanation of this.

BThe fiscal policy resubs in Table 4 are directly comparable in terms of units to the
results in Tables 1 and 2. It should be kept in mind in comparing these results, however, that fiscal policy eRects in Model A are sensitive to what one assumes about
monetary policy (see Fair [1978aj). Quite different fiscal policy effects would have
been obtained for the results in Table 4 had something diRerent been assumed about
monetary policy. This sensitivity is, of course, not necesrirrily true of the models
considered in Section II, since, as mentioned in footnote 4, runny of these models have
either no monetary sector or a weak one.
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This completes the discussion of the results in Table 4. It is clear that the
properties of Model A are sensitive to the choice of regime, which, as
mentioned in the Introduction, indicates the need to make capital flows and
exchange rates endogenous in multicountry econometric models before
much confidence can be placed in their properties.
The discussion of the results in Table 4 also shows the importance of
price effects in the model in the flexible-exchange-rate
regimes, something
which is generally ignored or treated very lightly in small-scale theoretical
models. In Model A import prices influence drmestic prices, and prices in
general influence demand. These price effects can be quantitatively quite
important. To give one example where they are important, consider
Model A versus Mundell’s two-country model (1968, Appendix to Chapter
18) in the perfect/flexible regime. In Mundell’s model in this regime an
expansionary monetary policy has a positive effect on the output of the
home country and a negative effect on the output of the other country. For
Model A this result is either completely reversed (in the price-lag case) or
else substantially modified (in the no-price-lag case). As discussed above.
the depreciation of country I’s currency that the expansionary monetary
policy causes in this case leads in Model A to a higher domestic price level
in country 1, and then either an actual contraction in country l’s real output
or else an expansion that is smaller than the expansion in country 2. It thus
appears from the results in this section that Mundell’s model and models of
this type have omitted some potentially important price links between
countries.
IV. A SUGGESTED WAY OF MODELING THE ECONOMIC
LINKAGES AMONG COUNTRIES: A SMALL APPROACH
One possible way of constructing a multicountry macroeconometric
model with endogenous capital flows and exchange rates would be to
estimate for each country a model as in Fair ( 1976)) in which all flows of
funds among the sectors are accounted for, and then link these models
together. The resulting overall model would be like Model A, only it would
be completely empirical and for more than two countries. Since, as discussed
in the Introduction, this is an enormous task, it may be better to start with
a somewhat smaller approach. The purpose. of this section is to propose
such an approach. The model described in this section requires that only
five or six equations be estimated per country, but it accounts for all the
main economic links among the countries and allows for the endogenous
determination of the exchange rates.
Although the model that is outlined in this section is for three countries,
the generalization to more than three countries is straightforward. The
model in this section is a simplified version of the three-country model in
the Appendix, and the reader is assumed to have mastered the model in the
Appendix before reading this section. The model in the Appendix is a
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three-country
version of the two-country
model of the balance of payments
in Fair (19786) The reason for separating
the model in this section from
the model in the Appendix
is to make clear the simplifications
that are
being proposed in this section.
The six or seven equations to be estimated per country for the model in
this section are equations
explaining
(I) the demand for imports, (2) the
demand for foreign securities, (3) the demand for domestic money, (4) the
price of domestic goods, (5) the demand for domestic goods, (6) the forward price of the country’s currency
(except for the numthire country),
and possibly (7) the domestic interest rate. The overall model consists of
twenty-one
equations
per country.
The notation
used in this section is
presented in Table 5. All domestic goods in each country are aggregated
into one good X, and all domestic financial securities (except money) in
each country are aggregated into one security 8. (Liabilities
correspond
to
negative values of B.) There is therefore only one domestic price and one
domestic
interest rate per country.
Any possible effects on behavior
of
capital gains and losses on securities are ignored.
For those who would like to skip or skim the equations,
a brief outline of
them is as follows. Equations
(l.l)-(
1.5) and (I .7)-( 1.11) are definitions:
(1.1) and (1.2) define the financial savings of the private and government
sectors; (1.3) and (1.4) define the budget constraints
of the two sectors;
(1.5) and (1.7)-(1.9)
are adding-up
constraints;
and (1.10) and (1.11)
define price and covered interest-rate
indices. Equation
(1.6) explains,bank
reserves. and equations
(1.12)~( 1.17) and (1.22)-( 1.23) are the equations
to be estimated.
Finally, equations
(1.18)-(1.21)
determine
the allocation
of goods and securities among countries.
With respect to the equations, consider first for country 1 the aggregation
of the household,
firm, and bank sectors in the model in the Appendix into
one private sector (denoted by a subscript p).‘@ Adding the private saving
equations,
(13), (27), and (31), yields:
(1.1)

SIP = P,(X,,

-

+ e~R8~ap -

VI, -

The government
saving
that V,,, + V,, = V,,.
[ 1.2)

S,, =
+

V,,

E~R&~

XL,,,) -

e9Pd?2,

RD,BO,.

equation,

-

-

[saving

e3Pd”,,

-

R&h,

of the private

(33), remains

P,X’,,

+

unchanged

egP,X’,,,

+

~zRzB&

sector]
except to note

+

R D,BO,

-

e,P,X’a,

+

P~R~B’~~,.[saving of the government

sector]

+

RIB’,,

10With the exception of X,, and MS, all the II,/, and b subrcripls in the Appendix have
been changed in this section top. even when a variable in the Appendix pertains to only one
or two of the three individual sectors. As examples of the change of notalion, L%, = B’u +
B’,, + Bl,b, X1,, = X’,r + A”,,, and M’,, = ML ,,,. Also. government purchase of labor
(Li,) has been dropped as an explicit variable in the model and has instead been taken 10 be
par, of the good of country i. In other words, WiLi, has been taken to be parl of Pix’,.
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Variablesfor Ihe Model in Secrion IlI (i, j = I, 2, 3)

Number of Variables
Endogenous

(i

J))

Exogenous
6

Bi,

9

II’;,

3

8’.,
3

BOi
BRi
er
ea
e’s
e?

9

WC,

6

APi,

(i =‘j)
3

M;a

3

Pi

3

P’,

I

29

3
3

Q;
R;
R’.

:
3
3
3
9

RDi
RIG
Sin
SC.
Y.,
Hi.

9

,YiiP

3

XC.,

3
62

A’,,

= amount of country i’s securities held by the government of co”ntry j in units of co”ntry i’s currency
(negative values are liabilities).
= amo”nt of country i’s securities held by the private
sector of country j in units of country i’s currency
(negative values are liabilities).
= index of the total Soreign security holdings of the
private sector of country i.
= bank borrowing from the government in country i.
= bank reserves in country i.
= price of country 2’s c”rrency in terms of co”ntry I’s
currency.
= price of co”ntry +s currency in terms of country I’s
C”We”Cy.
= forward price of co”ntry 2’s c”rrency in terms of
country I’s wrrency.
= forward price of country J’s currency in tams of
country I’s currency.
++S...&f
= amount of co”ntry i’s money held by the’+w&
sector of country j in “nits of country r”s currency.
= amount of co”ntry is money held by the private
sector of country j in “nits of country i’s currency.
= total money supply in ~“ntry i ((otal deposits in the
bank sector of country i).
= price of the good of country i in “nits of country i’s
currency.
= price index of the total imports of country i in “nits
of country r”s currency.
= amount of the international resewe held by co”ntry i
(price = 1.0).
= interest rate for country is securities.
= covered interest rate index for the total foreign
security holdings of country i.
= discount rate in co”ntry i.
= reserve requirement ratio in co”ntry i.
= financial saving of the gowmment of country i.
= financial swing of the private sector of country i.
= taxes paid by the private sector of country i.
= real value of the good of country i purchased by the
government of co”ntry j.
= real val”e of the good of country i purchased by the
private sector of country j.
= index of the total real value of imports of the private
seftor of country i.
= total real value of sales of the good of country i.

_
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* Exogenous if no reaction functions al the monetary authorities
c1.173, [1.17r, [1.173”).
b Exogenous in fixed-exchange-rate regime.
e Endogenous in fixed-exchange-rate regime.
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Adding
yields:
(1.3)

the private

0 = S,, + A(M,b
-

eJABla,, -

The government
(1.4)

-

A(BR1

0 = S,, + A(BR,

Equation

-

-

sector

80,).

Mu = M’I, + WI,

[private
equation,

BO,)
-

(35) also remains

(14),

-

-

elA&,

equations,

ML,,) - e,AM’,,

budget-constraint

_ &RI,

(1 S)

budget-constraint

-

AM’,,

e3AM’zp -

-

budget

ezAM’.

-

and

AB’,, -

(32),

GAB’,,

constraint]

(34)) remains

AQ,. [government

unchanged

(28),

unchanged:
eAM$,

sector budget

except for the replacement

-

AB’,g

constraint]
of h byp:

+ M5, + .+I%, + M 31p + M”,,. [total deposits

in the bank sector]
Equation
(1.6)

(30) remains

BR,

Equation
(1.7)

= RR1 Mu. [bank

reserves]

(36) in the new notation
0 = 85,

country
Equation
(1.8)

is

+ B’, + B*,, + B%, + B”,, + E”,,. [supply
1 equals

the demand

[ 109) remains

unchanged:

(24) in the new notation

of the bond of

for it]

0 = AQ1 + AQ1 + AQJ. [no change

Equation
(1.9)

the same:

in total

world reserves]

is

X,, = Xl,+, + X’,, + Xx1, + x1,, + X5, + X”1,. [total
good of country

sales of the

11

I’s private
Let Xl,“, denote a” index of the total imports of country
sector from countries 2 and 3, i.e., some weighted average of X’,, and X’;lP;
and let B’,, denote a” index of the total foreign security holdings
of
country
I’s private sector. i.e., s”me weighted average of B&, and B&.
Also, let P’, be a price index of the total imports of country 1 in the “nits of
country I’s currency:
(1.10)

P’,,

= d,egPs

country

+

aire3Pp, [price

index

of the

total

imports

of

I]

where ai1 and air are some appropriately
chosen weights. Similarly, let R’.,
be a covered interest-rate
index for the total foreign security holdings of
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1:

(1.11)

R’, = 8’1 2

1
1 [e,l(l+Ra)--l,

(1 + Rz) -

[covered interest-rate
of country
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et

1 +B’a

index for the total foreign security holdings

I]

where the expressions in brackets are the covered interest rates on the
securities of countries 2 and 3, respectively, and where @‘,and 8’s are also
some appropriately chose” weights.
The stage is now set for explaining the equations to be estimated for
country 1. In what follows, Zr denotes a vector of all the exogenous and
lagged endogenous variables that help explain the LHS variable in the
equation. The variables in 21 may, of course, differ for different equations.
The following six equations are meant to be approximations to the equations that would be estimated were the complete model in the Appendix
being estimated:
(1.12)

X’,,

= fU (PI, PI,, A’,, Z,),

[demand for imports by the private

sector of country l]
(1.13)

Bl,,,,

= fu

(RI,

RI,,

Zl),

[demand

for foreign securities by the

private sector of country I]
(,1.14) MS, = fi, (RI, PI, A’,, Zl),
private sector of country

[demand for domestic money by the

1]

(1.15)

PI = fia (PI_, RI, A’,, ZI),

(1.16)

XL1, = fid (Pr, P’,, A’,, RI, Z,), [demand for the good of country 1

[price of the good of country

1]

by the private sector of country I]
(1.17)

RI = fir (RI,, P,, A’,, Z,).

[reaction

function

of the monetary

authorities of country l]
The total level of sales of the good of country 1, XI,, is used as the aggregate
real income or activity variable of country 1 in equations (1.12) and
(1.14)-(1.17).
Equation (1.12) explains the demand for imports as a
function of the two prices, real income, and other (nonendogenous)
variables. This equation is a” approximation to equations (3). (4), (18).
and (19) in the Appendix. Equation (1.13) explains the demand for foreign
securities as a function of the two interest rates and other variables. It is a”
approximation to equations (9) and (10) in the Appendix.
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Equation (1.14) explains the demand for domestic money as a function
of the interest rate, price level, real income, and other variables. It is an
approximation to equation (5) in the Appendix. Equation (1.15) explains
the price of domestic goods as a function of the import price index, the
interest rate, aggregate real activity, and other variables. It is an approximation to equation (15) in the Appendix. The price of domestic goods is
assumed to be set by the firm sector. ‘I Equation (1.16) is a combination of
the consumption and investment demands for domestic goods for country 1;
it is an approximation to equations (2) and (17) in the Appendix. In this
equation, the demand for the good of country 1 by country l’s private
sector is a function of the two prices, real income, the interest rate, and
other variables. Finally, equation (1.17) explains the interest rate of
country 1; it is a reaction function of the monetary authorities of country 1.
As discussed at the end of the Appendix, this is an optional equation. If it is
specified, then &, is endogenous; if it is not, then Bl,, is exogenous.
Equations (1.12)-(1.17) are the key behavioral equations of the model
for country 1, and these are the equations where it is suggested that most
ofthe estimation work be focused. Regarding equations (1.12) and (1.13),
however, it is still necessary once X,, and E’,, have been explained
to
explain the division of these variables into X&,, A’& B’2p, and &,. This
can be done by the following “share” equations:
(1.18)

, [share of the imports of country
sector from country 27

I’s private

(1.19)

(1.20)
[share of country 2’s securities in the foreign
country l’s private sector]

(1.21)

Bsp
=ht([&
(1 +
B’_,

R*) - I]/[%

security

(1 + R,) -

[share of country 3’s securities in the foreign
country l’s private sector]

security

holdings

of

l],&).
holdings

of

The lagged value of the share in each equation is an obvious variable to
include in 2,. These share equations should probably be estimated directly,
although
with a large number of countries
this is tedious, and one may

I1 Again, see footnote 1 in the Appendix for a discussion of the inclusion of the
interest rate in the price equation.
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instead want to assign parameter values to many of these equations without
direct estimatidn?’
This completes the outline of the basic model for country 1. Equations
(1.1)-( 1.7) and (1.9)-( 1.21) also hold for countries 2 and 3, with appropriate change of notation. Also, equations explaining the forward exchange
rates are needed for countries 2 and 3:
( 1.22) ebb = hz (. . . ) , [forward price of country 2’s currency]
(I .23) CZAR
= fS (. . . ) , [forward price of country 3’s currency]

As in the Appendix, the determinants of the forward prices can be left
unspecified for present purposes.
Except for equations (1.22) and (1.23), let a single prime denote the
equations for country 2, and let a double prime denote the equations for
country 3. This then gives sixty-three equations in the model, one of which
is redundant. As in the Appendix, it will be convenient to drop equation
(1.8). The remaining equations for which there are no obvious LHS
variables are (1.3), (1.4), (1.7), and the corresponding equations for
countries 2 and 3. To equations (1.3), (1.3)‘, and (1.3)” can be matched
B&, E%,,, and Bar,. To the government budget-constraint equations, (1.4),
(1.4)'.
and (1.4)“, can be matched either R,, Rn,and Ra,if no reaction
functions of the monetary authorities are specified, or &,, Bp1., and P+,
if such functions are specified. Finally, to equation (1.7) can be matched Q,,
and to equations (1.7)’ and (1.7)” can be matched either en and ea or Q%
and Qt. depending on whether there are flexible or fixed exchange rates.
To summarize, if a model like the one outlined in this section were
estimated, it would account for the main economic linkages among
countries. In addition to the obvious capital-flow and exchange-rate
linkages, there are linkages through the price equations (l.lO), (l.lO)',
(l.lO)“, (1.15), (1.15)‘, (1.15)“, through the interest-rate equations (when
reaction functions of the monetary authorities are specified) (1.11),
(1.11): (l.ll)“,
(1.17), (1.17)‘, (1.17)“. and through the total-sales
equations (1.9). (1.9)‘. (1.9)“.
A few further points about this model should be noted. First: if for a
given country a reaction function of the monetary authorities is not
specified, then the interest rate for that country is implicitly determined.
The solution value of the interest rate is, speaking loosely, the rate that
makes equation (1.4). the government budget constraint, hold. lf the
interest rate is instead explained by a reaction function, then &,, the
(negative of) the amount of government securities outstanding, is taken to
la There are clearly a number of ways in which one can model the allocations of
goods and securities among countries. The present model is not restriced to one
parlicular way. See Hickman (1973) for a discussion of the allocation of goods among
the various countries in the LINK model.
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be endogenous.
In this case the solution value of &, is, again speaking
loosely, the value that makes equation
(1.4) hold.
Second, in the regime of flexible exchange rates, the exchange rates are
also implicitly determined.
In the above discussion,
ez and el were matched
to equations
(1.7)’ and (1.7)“, the equations
that equate the supply of
securities of countries
2 and 3 to the demand for them. In the regime of
fixed exchange rates, the international
reserve holdings of the countries are
implicitly determined.
In this case, Qz and Q3 are the variables matdhed to
equations
(1.7)’ and (1.7)“. It is also possible, if desired, to add equations
explaining
e2 and/or
e3 to the model and interpret
these equations
as
reaction functions of some particular
government
authority
or authorities.
If this is done, then Q2 and/or
Qa must be taken to be endogenous.
This
procedure is analogous to the procedure of estimating equations explaining
RI, Rz, and Ra; interpreting
these equations
as reaction functions
of the
monetary authorities;
and taking B&, B2s,, and 85, to be endogenous.
Third, if the bonds of the three countries
are perfect substitutes,
then
equations
(1.13), (1.13)‘, and (1.13)” drop out of the model, and the
above matching of variables and equations
must be modified. This case is
considered
in detail in Fair (19786) for the two-country
model. It will not
be discussed further here except to note that if the bonds are perfect
substitutes,
then it is not logically consistent to postulate reaction functions
of the government
authorities
with respect to both a country’s interest rate
and its exchange rate.
Fourth, even though the present model is relatively small, it is nbt an
easy task to collect the necessary data for it. The data first of all must
satisfy equations
(I.])-(
1.9), which requires for each country linking its
national-income
and flow-of-funds
accounts.
For the United States this is
fairly straightforward
to do, as described in Fair (1976), but for countries
that have poorer data than does the United States, some data may have to
be made up. Also, for mo?.t pairs of countries,
data on Bji, and B’i, do
not exist, although it is generally possible to get data on a country’s total
foreign security holdings. The same holds true for Mfi, and M’;,. Much of
the data on the allocation
of a country’s total holdings of foreign securities
and foreign money among the individual
foreign countries
will thus have
to be made up.
Finally,
it should be noted that one important
feature of the singlecountry model in Fair (1976) that is lost in the model in this section is an
explicit
treatment
of disequilibrium
ctTects. Disequilibrium
effects are
present in the model in this section in that the price of the good of each
country is assumed to be set by its firm sector (equations
[l.15],
[1.15]‘,
and [1.15]“),
rather than being such as to clear the goods markets each
period. Also, the use of the aggregate activity variables,
XI,, ,I’,,, and XI,
in equations
(l.16),
(l.l6)‘,
and (1.16)“, respectively,
can be assumed in
part to be accounting
for disequilibrium
effects. Nevertheless,
it should be
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clear from comparing the model in Fair (1976) to the model in this section
that disequilibrium effects are only crudely accounted for here, and this is
probably one of the first restrictions that should be relaxed if the model in
this section is expanded. Within the present model one can include in the
&vector variables that may pick up disequilibrium effects, but any variables
so included must be taken to be exogenous.
It is, of course, a matter of judgment whether or not one wants to
restrict the model in the Appendix in the ways proposed in this section, and,
if desired, it is fairly straightforward to lessen some or all of these restrictions. It is clearly an open question whether au estimated version of the
model in this section would be a more accurate representation of the
economic linkages among countries than, say, some future version of the
LINK model. Given, however, the enormous task of accounting for all the
flows of funds in the LINK model or in a similar model, it does seem
worthwhile to try the small approach suggested in this paper. After the
model proposed in this section has been estimated and analyzed, one can
then be concerned, within the context of this basic model, with further
d&aggregation.‘*
APPENDIX: A THREE-COUNTRY
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

MODEL OF THE

The model presented in this Appendix is a three-country version of the
two-country model of the balance of payments in Fair (1978b). Different
versions of the two-country model were considered, and the one used for
present purposes is the one in which there is a bank sector and in which the
labor and goods markets are not always in equilibrium. The notation used
here differs from the notation in Fair (19786), because of the need to keep
track of three countries rather than two. The countries are numbered 1, 2,
and 3. A subscript number for a variable denotes that the variable pertains
to the particular country, and a superscript number for a variable denotes
that the variable is held or purchased by the particular country. There are
four sectors per country: household, firm, bank, and government. Subscripts h, f, 6, and g will be used to denote ihese sectors, respectively. Each
country specializes in the production of one good (X). Labor (L) is
homogeneous within a country, and there is no labor mobility among
countries. Each country has its own money (M), which takes the form of
demand deposits in the bank sector, and its own bond (B). The bonds are
one-period securities. If a sector is a debtor with respect to a bond (i.e.,
‘3 At this point, further disaggregation and expansion could include 1) disaggregation of goods by type; 2) disaggregation of securities by type and maturity; 3) accounting more explicitly for disequilibrium effects; 4) accounting for the effects of
capital gains and losses on behavior; and 5) generally making more variables
endogenous. Except for 1) and 2), Model A is expanded in this way.
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a supplier of the bond), then the value of B for this sector is negative. The
bank sector of each country holds bank reserves with its government
(BR),
some of which are borrowed
(BO) The reserve-requirement
ratio is RR,
and the discount
rate is RD. Prices, wage rates, and interest rates are
denoted P, W, and R,respectively.
e%is the price of country 2’s currency in
terms of country l’s currency, and ea is the price of country 3’s currency in
terms of country
l’s currency.
ey2 is the (one-period)
forward
price of
country 2’s currency in terms of country l’s currency, and e’, is the forward
price of country 3’s currency in terms of country I’s currency. The government of each country holds a positive amount of the international
reserve
(Q), whose price is 1.0, and it taxes its citizens using a vector (7’) of tax
parameters.
Consider
country
1. The household
sector is assumed
to determine
jointly its labor supply and its demand for the three goods, the three monies,
and the three bonds. It takes as given the wage rate, the three prices, the
three interest rates, the tax parameters,
the two exchange rates, the two
forward rates, and all lagged values. The vector of all relevant
lagged
values will be denoted as ZIh. These decisions are assumed to be derived
from a multiperiod
maximization
problem. Expectations
of various future
values, which are needed for such problems, are assumed to be a function of
current and lagged values. The equations representing
the decisions for the
current period will be written as:
(1) Lu = ~~(W:,P,,P*,PB,RI,R~,R~,
TI,~z,G,
@a,e*z,
2~) [labor
supply]
(2)

Xlh

PI,P,,Pa,R,,Rp,RJ,TI,e2,ea,ebb,
e*$.
&) Cdemmd

= .L(WI,

for the good of country
(3)

P,,Pt,Pa,R,,R,,RB,TI,Q. ea,e*z,
e*,,Zn)
[demand

X’S, = fi(W>,

for the good of country
(4)

(6)

(7)

Mb

31

= fs(WI,PI,Pa Pa,R,,Rz,RJ,TI,es,ez,
t-*x,
e*,,
Z,) Cdemand

for the money

of country

M’v, = fs( W,,

PI,Pz.Ps,RI,Rz,Rsr7'1,
e, es,
e*z,
@a,&a) [demand

for the money

of country

M’3h =

L&
(-)

1]

21

fi( W,,P,,P,,Pa,RI,RI,R1,Tl,e2,ea.
e*2.
e*3,
Zd Cdemnd

for the money
(8)

21

p,,P,,Pa,RI,R2,R3.T,,es,
es,eel,
e*l,Zlh)
[demand

X’3h = f4(WIr

for the good of country
(5)

1-J

= &(W,,

of country

31

PL,Pz,Pa,
R,,R,,RI,TI,ez,
es,
e*z,
e*s,&) [supply

or demand

for the bond

of country

l]

of
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= fp( WI, PI, P,, Pa, RI, Rz, Rs, TI, en, ea, e*s, e*s, ZL,) [demand

for the bond of country 21
(10)

L&h = &I( WI, PI, Pa, Pa, RI, Rz, Rs, TX,es, er, e*z, e*;, 2~). [demand
for the bond of country 33

These ten equations are not independent, since they must satisfy a budget
constraint. This constraint is as follows. First, the taxable income of the
household sector ( YIk) is assumed to be
(11)

Y, = WI Lv. + R1 Blah + epR&‘,

+ erRsSir,

[taxable income]

where the first term on the RHS is wage income, the second term is interest
income or interest payments on the domestic bond, and the third and fourth
terms are interest income on foreign bonds. Second, net taxes paid by
the household Sector (V,) is assumed to be a function of Y, and TL:
(12)

VIA= f~( Yti, TI). [net taxes paid]

The financial saving of the household sector (&)

is then

(13)

e&X&

.SIh = Y, -

V, -

P, Xm

-

e&X’ti

-

[saving of the

household sector]
where the last three terms are expenditures
constraint is
(14)

on goods. Finally, the budget

0 = S,,, - AM’,,, - &AM’ur - eSh4’ah - AB’ti - e&B’% - e&B’,&,
[household

sector budget constraint]

which says that any nonzero level of saving of the household sector must
result in the change in at least one of its assets or liabilities.
Before discussing the firm sector it will be useful to consider briefly the
case in which the bonds of the three countries are perfect substitutes. From
country l’s perspective the covered interest rate on the bond of country 2,
say R$. is (e,/e*%) (1 + RP) - 1. Similarly, the covered interest rate on the
bond of country 3, say R$, is (es/Pa) (1 + Rs) - 1. If for RI = R’p = R’,
people are indifferent as to which bond they hold, then the bonds are
defined to be perfect substitutes. In this case, equations (9) and (10) drop
out of the model, and R, = R$ = R’g always. It is unnecessary for present
purposes to consider this case in any detail. A complete discussion of the
perfect-substitution
case in the two-country model is contained in Fair
(19786) Note that the “perfect mobility” regimes for Model A in Section
III of this paper are regimes in which the bonds in the two countries are
perfect substitutes and in which the forward rate is always assumed to be
equal to the spot rate. Note also that in the nonperfect-substitution
case in
this appendix the covered interest rates are implicit in equations (9) and
(lo), since R1. RI, es, e*, CT*~.
and e** rll enter as arguments in these equations.
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For simplicity, the firm sector is assumed to hold no foreign bonds and
no money. It is assumed to determine jointly its price (PI), its production
(X*,,),
its demand
for the three goods for investment
purposes
(Xl,,,
X$,, X$,), its wage rate ( WI), the maximum amount of labor that it will
employ in the period (L,,), and its supply of (-)
or demand for the bond
of country
1 (B’,,). It takes as given R,, T,, P,, Pa, es, es, and all lagged
values (ZII). These decisions
are also assumed
to be derived from a
multiperiod
maximization
problem,
with the equations
representing
the
decisions for the current period written as:’
(15)

P, = &( R,, T,, P,, Pa, em,ea, &)

(16)

X*,,

= &(R,,

country
(!7)

(18)

(19)

X5,

T,, P2, Pa, ep, a, Z,,)

[production

T,, P,, Pa, e 2, es, Z,,)

[demand

for

the

good

of

j-1, Pz, Pa, e *, es, Z,)

[demand

for

the good

of

Z,,)

[demand

for

the

of

of the good

TI, Pz, Pa, ez, a,

WI = /ro(R,, 7’,, P,, P,, es. es, 21,)

[wage rate of country

(21)

L,, = f,,(R,,

[maximum

T,, P2, P,, et, a, Z,,)

the firm sector will employ

of country

amount

I]
of labor

that

of ( - ) or demand

for

in the period]

B%, = fi2( RI, T,, P2, P3, e2, e3, 2~).
the bond

good

31

(20)

(22)

of

21

= fie(&r

country

11

I]

X’S/ = fis(&.
country

of the good of country

l]

XL,, = fi,(R~.
country

[price

[supply

l]

Disequilibrium
in the labor market is handled as follows. First, note that
L,, + L,, is the maximum amount that the household sector can work in
the period, where L,, is the amount of labor employed by the government.
(The bank sector is assumed to employ no labor.) It is assumed that the
firm and government
sectors make their decisions regarding
Lu and Lc,
1 See Chapter 3 in Fair (1974) for a detailed discussion and analysis of this type
of model of firm behavior. For present purports, the production-function
constraint
on the firm secmr should be assumed to be incorporated into the decision equations
(1X)-(22).
For the model in Fair (1974).
a production function was porlulated
explicitly, and the possibility that it may ~1 limes be optimal for a firm to hold exCCSS
labor and excess capital war considered.
It should also be noted that in the theoretical model in Fair C1974) the interest rate
has a positive effect on the price that a firm sets, and so R, is included as an explanatOrY
variable in equation (IS). In the empirical work in Fair C1976) Ihe bond rate did have
a significant and positive effect on the price variable of the firm ECC~X.
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before the household sector makes its decisions, and that the household
sector takes this possible labor constraint into account in making its
decisions. Equations (I)-( 10) are thus assumed to represent the household
sector’s decisions that incorporate this possible labor constraint, so that LF,
in (1) is always less than or equal to LJ, + Ls.
Consider now the firm sector’s adjustment to disequilibrium in the labor
market. If LU is strictly less than Lv + L,,, then the firm sector is assumed to
get only the amount Lu - 4, of labor in the period. Call this amount L’v:
(23)

L’,, = La -

I_,,. [actual amount of labor employed by the firm

sector in the period. L’u < LzJ.]
In the case in which L’,, C Lu, the firm sector is assumed to change its
production decision during the period, and so equation (16) should be
interpreted as reflecting this fact.
With respect to the goods market, the total amount of sales of the firm
sector (Xv) is
(24)

X, = xm + xlu + x1, + xlh + xv

+ xpl, + x”th

+ PU + Xsl,. [total sales of the good of country I]
The firm sector is assumed to hold inventories of the good (Iv), so that any
ditTerence between production and sales in the period results in a change in
inventories:
(25)

Al,

= X*,, - X,. [change in inventories of the good of country I]

The lagged value of inventories (1&
is one of the variables in Z,, that
affects the firm sector’s current decisions.
The equations for the firm sector also must satisfy a budget constraint.
The value of taxes paid by the firm sector (Vi,) is assumed to be a function
of T1 and of variables that determine profits:
(26)

V, = MT,,
e3, Z,,J

PI, X*u, Xv,

Fw, X’v, WI, B’u, L’u, RI, Pz, Pa, ez,

[taxes paid]

The financial saving of the firm sector (S,,) is
(27)

S,, = P,X,, - PJ’,,
+ RIB’,, -

-

.aPpX’s, -

caPaX%, -

W,L’,,

VU, [saving of the firm sector]

and its budget constraint is
(28)

0 = Sv - A&,. [fnm sector budget constraint]

The main characteristic of the bank sector is that it takes in deposits
(Mb) and makes loans (&b). The bank sector iP assumed for simplicity to
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employ no labor, buy no goods, pay no taxes, and hold no foreign bonds
and monies. Its borrowing from the government
is assumed to be a function
of R, and the discount rate (RD,) :
(29)

BO, = fi(R~,

RD,).

[bank-borrowing

The bank sector is assumed
reserves are determined
as

to hold

(30)

reserves]

BR1 = RR, Mla, [bank

where RR, is the reserve requirement
sector (Sib) is
(31)

&b = Rx &a

and its budget
(32)

-

0 = &a -

no excess

ratio.

RD, BO,, [saving

constraint

from the government]
reserves,

The financial

of the bank

so that

bank

saving of the bank

sector]

is

A&s

+ AM,* -

A(i?R,

-

80,).

[bank

sector

budget

constraint]
Equation
(31) states that the saving of the bank sector equals the difference
between the interest revenue on its loans and the interest payments to the
government
on its borrowing.
Equation
(32) states that the change in bank
loans plus unborrowed
reserves (AR ‘16 + A(ER, - BO1)) equals saving
plus the change in deposits (S,b + A&).
The government
is assumed to purchase labor from its own citizens
(L,) and all three goods (X1,,, ,I’&, A”,,). It also holds the three monies
(WI,, M’z~, 154’~~)and the three bonds (B’I,, B&, Ply), m addmon to the
international
reserve ( QI). Its financial saving (SZ,) is
(33)

S,, = I’,h +

VI, -

W,L,

-

PJ’,,

-

+ e2RIBi2y + esRaBlro, [saving
and its budget
(34)

constraint

e.AB’p,

rJ’aX’a,

of the government

+ RIB’,,
sector]

is

0 = SL, + A.(ERI -

e&X1z~ -

-

BO,)
&B’s<

-

AM’,.
-

AQI.

-

ezAM*zy Cgovernment

e&W,
sector

-

A&,
budget

constraint]
The first two terms on the RHS of (33) are tax revenue, the next four terms
are purchases
of labor and goods, and the last three terms are interest
income or payments.
Equation
(34) states that any nonzero
value of
government
saving must result in the change in at least one of the government’s assets or liabilities.
Two further equations
complete
the model for country
I. The total
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amount of deposits in the bank sector (MB) is:
(35)

Mb = M’lh + WI, + M*IA+ M%, + M% + M&, [total deposits
in the bank sector]

and the supply of the bond of country
(36)

1 equals the demand for it:

0 = B’fi + B’u + B’,a + B’l. + 81~ + Bel, + 8% + B’I,. [supply
of the bond of country

1 equals the demand for it]

Equations (I)-(36) also hold for countries 2 and 3, with appropriate
changes of numerical subscripts and superscripts and with appropriate
modifications of ez and ea. Call these equations (I)‘-(36)‘and
(l).“-(36)“.
The overall model is then closed by the following three equations:
(109) 0 = AQ, + AQ2 + AQI, [no change in total world reserves]
( 110) a** = filO(. . . ) , [forward price of country 2’s currency]
(111) e** = f&(. .‘.). [forward price of country 3’s currency]
For present purposes the determinants of the two forward prices can be
left unspecified, although this is admittedly side stepping a difficult problem.
Estimating equations (110) and (1 I I) would clearly be an important and
difficult part of any modeling effort.
Of the 111 equations, 7 are redundant. The redundant equations are:
one from the household equatior~; (l)-( 14), one from the firm equations
(15)-(28), the same for countries 2 and 3, and one because the savings of
all sectors sum to zero: S, + .S,, + SIa + S,, + e*(&, + SW + Sza -I- Sa,)
+ eJ(S, + S, + Sz6 + S,,) = 0. It will be convenient to drop (S), (22),
the same for countries 2 and 3, and (109). This leaves 104 equations. If all
the government variables (i.e., alI the variables with subscript g) except
.S,,, S,,, and S+ are taken to be exogenous and if all lagged values are taken
to be predetermined, then there are 106 variables left. Therefore, two
further variables must be taken to be exogenous in order for the model to be
determined. These variables are ez and es in the fixed-exchangera@ regime
and Qz and Qx in the flexible-exchange-rate regime.
It may be helpful to consider the matching of variables and equations to
see that all variables are accounted for. The equations for which there are
no obvious LHS variables are (14). (28), (32), (34), (36), and the
corresponding equations for countries 2 and 3. To the three budgetconstraint equations, (14)) (28)) and (32)) can be matched B’u, B’u, and
BrIh, and similarly for countries 2 vd 3. To the three government-budgetconstraint equations. (34). (34)‘, and (34)“, can be matched RI, Rz, and Ra.
To (36) can be matched Q1, which then leaves (36)’ and (36)” to be
matched to e.zand es oc Qg and &.
In the model as just outlined the interest rates are matched to the
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government
possibility

budget constraints and therefore implicitly determined. Another
is to 1) assume that the monetary authority of each country

behaves by controlling

the domestic interest rate; 2) estimate a “reaction

function” for each monetary authority with the domestic interest rate as the
LHS variable; and 3) close the model by taking each government’s holdings
of domestic securities (Bl,,, Bf,,, and BTao) to be endogenous.

This was done

in Fair (1978~1) for the single-country
model in Fair (1976),
and the
properties of this version of the model were compared to the properties of
the version without
It should finally

the reaction function.
be noted that the above

equations

has to be changed

countries

are perfect substitutes.

matching

of variables

and

in the case in which the bonds of the three
Again,

discussion of this case for the two-country

see Fair

(197%)

for a complete

model.
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